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Tom Coakley
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David Bergman

WHEN SILENTLY I WATCH YOU STIR

When silently I watch you stir
the grayness into grayest blue
and autumn's love can not deter
I think I know you as you were
and the tremors of the waters too
when silently I watch you stir.
What k/nds of restlessness prefer
the restlessness of you
which autumn's love can not deter?
I do not know what did occur
before the open-window's view
when silently I saw you stir.
But acts committed without a word
are only understood by few,
those autumn's love cannot deter.
We can not hope to be demure
when changing into something new.
So silently I watch you stir
what autumn's love can not deter.

4

THE PAGEANT HISTORY OF MIKHAIL BERLOW

Trotsky lived for many days
with an axe in his brain
and as his heir
you will speed to the Yucatan,
but before you begin your exile
sit behind your peasant curtains
feel the light through multicolor
and learn at least not to resent these ikons
for all they are are asphodels,
roots of the sun untangled in the soil
and wildflowers pressed upon the cloth.
Let Kerensky grow more senile everyday
In a rented room in Jersey
(Marx hardly left his books for twenty years).
You write minutely on yellow paper
a mythology of your own creation:
songs like the evolution- of the heart
shrouding their origins with energy.

5

Richard G. McManus

EXCERPTS FROM THE BOOK OF THE SAME NAME:
A STORY
There is no one here right now. I, as writer, need
to know that more than you, as reader, do. You tell the
most baroque stories to yourself, and this is a baroque
story.
You can't see everything there--mostly just streets,
and no people or even lights--warehouses, and safe
builders you do see, along with streets. There is quite
a lot of junk--pieces of cloth and string; maybe aluminum
foil.
The thing to do is hide in an alley. You will hear
footsteps, and be very conscious of dirt. The thing to do
is keep watching. Sometimes someone from China will
walk by. Come out of the alley if you see anyone, and follow
whoever it is until they become boring--then look for
someone else. If you follow anyone into a shop, be sure
you have money. Be sure you have a lot of money, like
four or five dollars anyway, because you may be looking
for someone really incredible--someone totally stagger
ing, a solid form of intoxicant. If you are at all lucky
you haven't read the name on the shop window. If you are
even more fortunate you are in a restaurant.
(Anyone who is not in a restaurant is free to move to
one. It would be better to follow someone to get there. Walk
quietly as you have made a mistake.)
Order some food. Sit with your back to the window
and try to remember how you got there. Concentrate on
the floor, the tables, owner and waiters. Take some time
to examine the pictures on the walls, and try to imagine
where they came from. Think about the person who painted
them. Imagine for a while the person who hung them.
Have' they been hung straight? Are they dusted? If they
are not dusted, see if any are newer. Concentrate on the
older pictures. Your food has come. Eat some. Try to
figure out whether you have made a worthwhile journey
to eat this food. Relax, eat some more food. Pull out
a book of empty sheets and write something on rhe nap
kin. Relax some more, don't eat anything for a while.
' The girl's name is Anna. Her friend's name is un
known--her friend is depressed, and talks a lot about
6

nothing; They will be there for a large amount of time-they keep ordering tea and talking. Keep a blank ex
pression on your face--put everyone's face on a back
ground of cobblestones; if they look at you they will
think you are eating, or maybe that you are thinking.
You may have one forkful of food. Examine the other
people. They are either reading the papers or they are
not reading the papers. But they are all wearing expres
sions suitable for reading the papers.
Order tea or coffee. If you can drink, order beer
or vodka or rum. If you have a book with words already
in it, do not read it. Keep it in your pocket. Actively
forget about it.
The girl's name is Anna. She will not take you home,
even though her friend is depressed. Check your pockets
for meaningful signals to give her. Give her the empty
book. Let her look at it. Look at the face of her friend
and smile meaningfully.
Ask them collectively why they are there. Find out
if they come by often.
(I am speaking to you very quietly Anna, and your
answers are as present as any cobblestones; perhaps
I can hold without arms or hands.)
Find out if you come by here very often. Explain
that you always need a guide and that maybe you could
use some help.
The girl's name is not Anna, but she is sleeping
next to you and her friend is gone. You are not awake
and neither is she but when you touch her she is still
there. She is nervous and would like someone to leave,
but it is her place and you are not leaving.
In the morning you find her and she looks at you
and sees a background of cobblestones. Iheie is no
clock but you know some good warehouses and you do
have your place. Her name is not Anna, but you do like
her, and she will not keep you from leaving; You explain
to her how to find you, and she tells you not to
loi
her. All the words are different but you understand the
difficulty and know exactly which accidents it will take
to see each other. You go out to look for more ware
houses, and she makes bagels in a factory. Sometime*
I want to tell you to look at the names ol the streets,
hut you can learn more from the ages of pedestrians
and empty windows.
7

P. D. Church

TECHNICIAN
For Barbara,
"A kind physician"

She leaves the porcelin, formica,
Sparkling glass and intricately tubed
Laboratory, the electronic stainless steel,
Black plastic-knobbed machines
With control panels like puckered faces,
Machines and tubes and subtle formulae
Embowelled in the tips of glass reagents
That graph the percentage of nitrogen
In urine, the electrical balance
Of blood, or how much more
Than is permissable, the leucocytes,
Albumen, antibodies, salt,
Within the hushed legends
Of the towered and caved-in castles,
Mansions, or fortresses of the
Bodies laid out on the upper floors.
And always a dungeon in the belly.
Ever a sly and dark-visaged vice-regent
Or uncle or guilty daughter-in-law
Sneaking along the musty corridors,
Edging up the narrow stairs of us,
Back close to the stone wall, to the
Yellow lamp-light glimmering
From the high, bridal chamber,
Or old man's tower.

8

She walks quickly down the still hall,
A brown smudge of blood from a tube
Dribbled down her whiteness like a badge,
like a rich old brooch,
A little old-gold
On a white breast.
And a little more splashed on her white shoes.
She, neither nurse nor physician, wears
The casual omnipotence of the
Unbuttoned lab coat.
True to her calling,
She wears no fiddle
Of name-tag or any
Certification.
She's
naked and white as bone.
She turns a covey of nurses,
Enters the woman's ward, locates
The gray lady in question, possesor
Of the unknown malady which is
Only the un-named abberration,
And with a neat needle,
Sticks her.
Along the shimmering, collapsed veins
Within a gray limb all blotched and blue
And swollen like sausage twice it's normal size,
Along that flesh like well-aged beef,
She plays the pink pads of her fingers,
Closes her eyes to the snaky deception
Of blue rope beneath water, and
Feels out the vessel, the dark conduit,
The slithery fish shadow, and
With the contempt of the matador,
Slips the hollowed steel
Home.
The old woman doesn't ask any questions at all.
This time she stares up as if she knows,
Somehow, she's in the sharp presence
In the remote, arch presence of
The cold facts, the shiny ribs,
The warm pitiless eyes and slick steel
•Scales
behind the kindly art.
9
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She turns and leaves the ward
Of multiplied, mathematically multiplying,
Shapes and faces, dear blues and grays
Cluttered beneath sterilized whitenesses.
Each head turned (as she turns her's,
Back once, quickly, as she leaves)
Toward wall or ceiling, a quick,
Intense glance at the shape next to it,
Then away, trying to feel alone,
Private.
And all impassive with that
Final recognition of its own precious
Uniformity. Each woman here
Fearing and suffering and displaying
As a matter of clinical pourse
The same womanly things ex actly,
No matter how various
The individual dream.
She pauses, outside the door.
Glances at the clock, feels the
Smooth warm turn of the glass tube,
Of the liquid deep within it, and
She turns into a staff lavatory.
Standing at the window, she is still.
She looks out across the rolling hills
And the little valleys of mid-Ohio.
Looking west and south, following
The burnished reds and yellows,
The pool-like greens and blues,
The momentary bursts of crimson
And heraldic golds, all the old
Paled sunlights, the rechnesses
Of autumn.

10

She stands a long time, seeing,
And unseeing -- her eyes dark with the
Pale October sun slanting into them —
Steady, expressionless, calm.
She lights and smokes a cigarette.
Her lips move, who has little patience
For poetry, remembering, shaping,
The old words:
Cast a cold eye
On life, on death.
Horsemen, pass by.
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Bounce

Bounce
t

Bounce
A poem

Bounce
The basketball BOUNCES down the court.

Bounce

by Larry Finstrom

Bounce

Boun<
Bounce
Bounce
Bounce

Bounce
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Jeffery Davis

LABOR

The first day brought light.
The second began with firmament
gathered from the pores of God.
In that hour, an immutable moan escaped,
splitting God's lips, rending forever the firmament.
God felt Pain and called it Good.
My mother's years of worry shared the womb with me,
grew and fretted, made her fat with pain;
but pain when held too long explodes,
dims, fades, becomes a roaring sense1®MM®®.
As I issued forth, I ripped apart her careful flesh
bled her, forced new fears to assume her thione.
she gave up to me her hands, her eyes,
her life.
My thoughts are hers. I choose
her words,
sever them from the infinite splattering of knowledge
save them, give them light, form, and life.
She saw me only once.
She knew that I was good.
I must continue through the moaning, the cleaving,
the eternal breaking of creation.
And find it good.
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Andy Moffitt

THE ESSENTIAL SUMMER

At this time of winter, what could be more wintry than
Winter Haven?
The bald realization of the presence of the ice cap.
Winter Haven for the human side of defeat is a December
sort of place, unadmitting of any summer but that of
its winter.
Alaskan summers might then be a kind of naive experiment
giving creatures the temporary freedom to say "Damn"
to the fickleness of the sun shine.
And though there is no fickleness to the sunshine in what
they have made of Winter Haven,
well would I have it that way:
The sun is sorry it got here late and is working overtime.
The mosquitoes come and take their share of my cool
summer.
The jays come and take their share,
and I come and take my share.

15

Barney Dale

PIGEON ROCK
The absolute contours of the bay at sunset . . . involve you
they include you in a giant patchwork of geometiic
shapes in constant motion-shapes that change in coloi
and tone from black to green and from there to shattered
particles of the sun

Had the whole thing really seemed so simple? I
should have been able to pull into this part of the har
bor then out again without incident-no one would have
suspected . . . look now!
A giant wave broke over the top of the wiecked
freighter, and the captain grabbed hold of the railing.
A mocking smile crept over his mouth as he stood alone
and waited on the side of the wreck facing shore. lie,
the single remaining occupant, had Refused to leave with
the others when the early hours of that morning had brought
with them a launch from shore. This had come as a wel
come surprise, for during two of the three days they had
been stranded, the weather had not let up enough to allow
passage to a craft of any sort from shore. Time had
passed, and the crew had begun to grow restless as they
waited for signs of a rescue launch. With each passing
hour the captain had seen the tensions rise among the
crew. Waves pounded against the doomed 'Macedon' with
thundering regularity and with each crash, the men had
felt the ship's resistance lessen. They were gradually
being hammered over broad-side. The movement was
imperceptible during the night, but the deck became a
much harder place on which to stand up straight. The
captain vividly recalled that at one point during the night
a mate had come scrambling over to him on all fours
down from the front end of the ship. As a wave would hit,
the mate would try to grab hold of the slippery, tilted
deck with his fingers, and, like a cat or a dog on some
icy surface, he would slide towards the railing whining
in agony. Indeed it was several minutes before the mate
was finally kneeling on the deck in front of the captain.
He breathed heavily, and though the captain could not
hear this, he could see the man's chest heave up and
down with exhaustion. The noise around them was tre
mendous, and neither had spoken any word to the other.
The mate, however, looked up at the captain. His honest
16

eyes accused the captain during a full minute of trial.
Then, all at once, the mate latched onto the captain's
leg with the tenacity of a crab. He gnawed at first, then
he sunk his teeth in as far as he could. A little ways
down the deck, the captain could barely make out through
the haze, a crew-man who statuesquely leaned against
the rail. It was a while before the captain's cries pene
trated the noisy air to reach this man, but soon he had
heard and was forcing a precarious passage along the
deck. The ship rolled back and forth sending the crew
man to his knees, but he was finally at the captain's
side. He must have been terrified, for he had done nothing
but stare at the captain for a moment as though he could
think of nothing to do. Though darkness and the ubiquitous
spray obscured any meaning behind the engineer's stare,
the captain thought that he sensed a glimmer of malice
in the man's eyes. However, it lasted only an instant,
and the two set about disengaging the mate from the
captain's leg. When they had finally broken the mate's
fear-in spired grip, the engineer waited there beside the
captain in apprehension, as though he expected the captain
to take some punitive measures against the delinquint
mate, Finally the captain shouted above the roar that
he was dismissed; the mate, meanwhile lay prostrate
on the deck apparently out cold. He remained in this
position until morning when his colleagues helped lower
him over the deck and into the rescue craft.
After this incident the captain had not moved from his
position until a slight glow in the eastern cloud banks gave
the morning subtly away. He could see the crew strung out
along the deck clinging to whatever there was handy - in most
instances the brass railing. Except for the mate, they all
watched the harbor-now just barely visible-for any sign
of life. The luxury apartment houses of Beirut robbed of
their gay colors by the spray-laden air could be seen; and
the two rows of palm trees-one on either side of the
corniche - stretched down along the coast. The same heavy
green swells that were punishing them they saw exploding
sporadically along the seawall. Land was not far off; in fact,
they had grounded in no more than two fathoms of water.
The captain had been scanning the coast line since dawn
with his binoculars. His head, not yet sparce of hair, was
now without a hat. He couldn't recall at exactly which hour
during the night a strong gust of salt wind had taken it; but
17

then at the same time a roil of the ship had stifled his at
tempt to look for it. So now he stood against the railing with
his light brown hair wet and ruffled like a wet collie on a
windy day. The smooth line of the captain's high forehead
was broken by a large nose as it descended rudely from
between the binoculars he was holding. At odd moments a
definite shudder would move through his body, and cause
him to press the glasses tightly into his eye sockets.
When this happened he grit his teeth, but nothing could have
caused him to remove the binoculars at that moment, for
he had been watching a group of men on shore prepare a
rescue launch.
Four brightly dressed figures hovered around a craft
whose approximate length the captain was not able to guess.
They were placing various sorts of equipment inside: ropes,
hooks, life preservers and then some jugs of what the
captain assumed to be water. Another figure stood a little
ways to the right. He seemed to be observing the wreck of
the 'Macedon' with an intent equal only to that of the cap
tain himself. Doubtless he had at some point taken a look at
the captain and wondered about his thoughts at that moment.
Perhaps, however, he was looking for the lull in the waves
necessary for the success of their rescue mission. In
any case, the group on shore must have felt that the right
moment was at hand, for they had launched the boat. All
of them together rushed out into the surf, then two had
leaped on board. For seconds at a time they were invisible
to the captain's eye hidden as they were by walls of water.
With each wave the captain had found to his horror he was
hoping secretly that the launch would not be there when each
time the long white speck reappeared magically in the foamy
wake of a tremendous swell. A sudden cheer had gone up from
the crew. One of them had spotted the dinghy and the others
were craning their necks in the direction of the man's finger.
One by one they began to see it as the launch floated closer
and closer. Someone had come at once to tell the captain
what the others had seen. However, he got no further than
half way when he saw that the captain must have been
aware of the white speck for some time now. The man
retraced his steps and stood silently with his comrades to
await the rescue boat.
The launch was brought up right next to the freighter,
and a rope was lowered. Here the captain had taken charge
of the operation. Each man had stepped underneath the brass
18

railing and had grabbed hold of the rope. With the rope securly in his hands, he had had to shinny down the rope. Each
wave brought shattered white caps down on their heads, and
the freighter itself threatened to keel over at any moment.
But the operation was successful and the captain recalled
that he had been the last remaining occupant of the ship. He
remembered how he had looked at the riveted metal walls
and decks. From where he had stood the three cranes
looked like the legs of some gigantic bird. Entranced by
the sight of these legs that stood silhouetted ghostlike
against the clouds, he failed to hear the cries of the men
in the launch. As they grew more frantic, he had turned
suddenly to the edge.
"Go on without me," he had shouted, "I'm waiting
here. You're already overloaded." But the launch had
remained. It tossed around and banged into the Macedon's'
side as the captain, uncertain of what he should do, stared
ar it from the deck. Someone on board had not wished to
leave without the captain. For what seemed to the captain
like a very long time, the boat did not move.
Why wouldn't they go? he wondered as the clouds
were now growing deeper and darker in the sky. He
motioned, wildly with his hand for them to leave, and
he was on die verge of joining the company; but it was
at that point that the launch shoved off on its way back
to where a large crowd awaited them on shore.
He had watched the white craft, though there was now
less of it to be seen; he had watched over its entire
journey like some demigod or god. In the knowledge that
it would sooner or later be back again to pick him up, he
had begun to stride around the ship looking for something
that he had lost in the excitement of the previous days. It
was a brown suitcase of small size; but for its size it
weighed a great deal. However, it had been misplaced
during the commotion, and the captain hadn't been able
to locate it anywhere. By the curious turn of events its
contents had remained unknown to him, but since it had
been delivered to hs cabin, he had spent hours trying to
guess its contents. He recalled the night when the Macedon
had pulled into port at Naples. For a long time he had
intended to dine at a certain restaurant that had been
suggested to him by a colleague back home at Madrid,
i hus, when the ship had come to rest at the company s
Pier, the captain had immediately inquired into the lo19

cation of the Akropol restaurant. A long taxi ride tiirough
miles of hectic Naples traffic had brought him to a side
street, narrow and not well lit. A smell of freshly cut wood
mingled with the odor of horse dung met his nostrils as
he got out of the taxi. He was dressed for an evening on
the better bred part of town, and he recalled being taken
aback as he stood on the side walk of an obviously wretched
neighborhood. Why he had dismissed the taxi, he couldn't
figure out. But as he was in the process of paying the taxi
driver, he remembered wanting very much to ask the man
about the exact whereabouts of the restaurant. But the
captain had seen him scowl from the darkness of the car;
perhaps he thought he'd been underpayed. Nonetheless, the
captain couldn't bring himself to ask the question, and he
had just finished paying when the car roared off down the
street leaving him to stand there and strain his eyes for
any sign of the Akropol.
«
A succession of waves swept like droves of barbarians
howling against the side of the 'Macedon' and water hissed
over the ship. The wreck shivered and a crack appeared
towards the bow. The captain took little note of the crack,
though it was obvious 10 him that under such harsh cir
cumstances it would not be long before a break developed;
the ship would be torn into pieces.
Like a film, the various frames of his adventure
flickered through his mind; the sea faded back into that
side street in Naples. As his eyes accustomed themselves
to the darkness people began to appear on the opposite side
of the alley. The houses were tall with ornate wooden
decorations painted in red and gold. Once these had been
the very best houses in the city of Naples, but now public
whim had left them to lean on one another for support.
After the initial shock of being left alone on a back alley
had passed, the captain noticed that the people appeared
to be centering their activity around one building a little
ways down across the street. It had naturally occurred
to him that this was no doubt his destination and that he
was not as lost as he had thought. He had at once crossed
the cobble stone street. Then it had seemed to him that
people were darting rapidly by him. Most had slouch hats
on and were dressed in dark clothing. Their faces were
obscure in the night, and they seemed to be guided by 3
bat-like sense of direction. They approached him often on
a collision course, then they would swerve away just in
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time with marked precision. Each was followed by a breeze
which bore on it the odor of food. He had wished now as he
approached his destination that he could walk somehow
with his eyes closed. He would communicate with things,
these people, without having to see their forboding shapes
flee in front of him. He felt them disappear as they passed
him. He remembered how he had surpressed a distinct
desire to turn around and see if they actually did disappear.
Such foolishness, he had thought and.had walked on to
wards where these shapes had turned into real people.
At the bottom of a set of stairs which led into the place
was a light-a single, yellow and unfrosted bulb. No
trace of this light was visible from the street, but as
people came and went, the captain saw that they did
indeed have faces and, furthermore, that every one was
different.
It had most certainly been a conscious effort to read
the mysterious into the situation. He now heard the faint
strains of Greek music that escaped from behind the closed
door. A small square sign read 'AKROPOL' in black
print which was made to look like the classical Greek
type of print. Beneath the printing was a picture of the
acropolis painted in colors which, as the captain had
noted, hardly did the majesty of the building justice.
He had thought it was bad perhaps because it was over
done with too many colors. But the sign was old and
badly needed a replacement.
He descended the stair and pushed the door open .
the sinister element of the street disappeared into what
the captain thought was a very attractive and pleasant
sight. Yes ... he had actually thought the cause of his
Present predicament had been 'attractive and pleasant .
He caught himself condemning his colleague for having
suggested the place to him-now as he stood to suivey
his ship in the destructive cycle of the tides. But the
blame belonged to him as he looked out over the restau
rant - garden.
From outside one would never have suspected the
Presence of a garden in that destitute neighborhood. He
couldn't identify the source of the Greek music, but as
he was escorted around tables of customers, the music
seemed to precede him. Vines dangled down onto the
earthen floor, and above his head they formed a protective
tangle through which in places he could see stars. He well
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remembered his amazement upon noticing the ease with
which the vines supported the many bright yellow gourds
that hung ripe from the vines.
He sat down at a table situated at an extremity of
the garden. Here he was partially partitioned off from
the rest of the scene by vines which had laced themselves
into a sort of screen. Slender, vague shadows move'1 over
the long wooden table as the vines trembled. His hands
sometimes became lost inside these shadows but would
then always reappear.
He had gazed out from the vines at the patrons of
the restaurant. It was not normal for the captain to spend
his time in this way, but the people here were different
from those he was accustomed to eat with; the people
here he could in no way equate with the members of the
Sharks Club.' He looked for a possible counterpart of
Captain Reldner. If anyone would have a 'brother' in this
plnce, then it was he. In every port the captain had eaten
in. he had always been able to single out a look-alike or
at least an act-alike of Reldner's. His eyes had wandered
from one face to the next. Most were very involved with
eating or with muttering to their neighbor. What they were
talking about remained a mystery to the captain for they
were none of them sailors-or so he thought. He had
always prided himself at his ability to single out another
man of the sea by certain common mannerisms. But
here, he coull detect none. He had felt somewhat out of
place as a result; his dress was unique and he sat alone.
It was then that he spotted two musicians who wandered
around the precincts. One, the taller of the two, played
a bazooka rather well, or so the captain thought, but
the other was certainly a beginner at the accordian.
Nobody seemed to take much interest in their existence
much less in the quality of their music. The captain, how
ever, watched them intently at first, and he listened for
any familiar chords. He heard none, or rather, they
could all have been familiar. These could have been
different arrangements of songs more familiar to him
than any others but if they were he could not tell it. So
it was not long before he too failed to notice them: for
brief periods only during the evening he was conscious
of die music before it once again faded into its own drone
and became lost.
I he delivery of his food interrupted his contempla22

tion. He asked the waiter about an old man who was sit
ting on the far side of the garden about three tables away.
Since the man had come in, he had been bent over in his
chair so that his head and shoulderswere almost completely
hidden. He appeared to be scraping designs in the earth
with one end of his fork. No sooner would he be done with
one than in a fit of dissatisfaction he would rub it out
smooth and start over again.
"Tell me, what is it that occupies the gentleman over
there?" he asked as he pointed in the old man's direction.
"Has he lost something? Or is that his normal behaviour?"
Just then the man gave up his occupation to attend to his
dinner which was by this time doubtless quite cold. The
waiter seemed to know whom the captain was talking
about; he didn't even bother to look where the captain
was pointing. He mumbled something about some letters
on a piece of paper the man had once seen. The old man he couldn't have been much under seventy-five - was in
the habit of coming into the restaurant nightly. Here he
would try to recall for some unknown reason the letters
on that piece of paper. This had struck the captain, he
remembered now, as a strange habit.
It was a voice next to the captain that had ventured
to explain to him the old man's behaviour. The captain
thought that he had let his eyes wander completely around
the place. It was not very spacious but of course he had
overlooked one place. It never would have occurred to
him to glance at the darkened end of his own table. The
voice belonged to a man of middle age with very earnest
features - earnest to the point that they betrayed a certain
self consciousness. He was clean shaven and this dis
tinguished him from most of the other diners. I he old
man with the strange habit had a scrabbly beard that looked
like the fur of a veteran alley cat. Most of the other
heards he saw were in similar states of grubbiness.
"Old Dermon, the man over there, he's been coming
to this restaurant for years now and he always sits in
that same chair. I don't think it's habit that causes him
t° sit there but a sort of attraction the chair has for
Some years back he stumbled on a cave in the foothills
°f the Anti-Taurus. He was with some friends at the time
and in the cave, on the floor-it wasn't a natural cave,
the walls were smoothed off with a chisel and theie were
several square rooms inside-but on the flooi he steppe
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on the pieces of a broken urn, and among the pieces was
. a piece of parchment with writing on it. He put it in his
pocket, but it must have slipped out somewhere in the cave
because he couldn't find it when they came out. At least
this is what he told me last year after a few drinks. Now
it would take more than alcohol to get a word out of the
old bastard ... Old Dermon, he never would say what he
thought he was in those markings or . . . letters as he
called them."
"What do you think they were?" asked the captain
anxious on the one hand to make a friend and on the othei
interested in spite of himself, in the story.
"Don't have any idea," the man went on, "1 suspect
Dermon's got gold on his mind. It presses down so hard
and heavy that there's no room left for anything else in
the brain you understand. Though at his age, 1 must say,
there isn't too much else of t interest. Look at him.
The old man was again bent down scraping away at
the earth with renewed energy acquired no doubt from his
dinner. His napkin floated gently down to the ground under
his chair.
,
The captain glanced up as the force of a wave pulled
a crane down so that it was swept overboard with a shaip
wrenching noise. The captain set with his face towards
shore and wondered if he wanted to continue to go over
the story in his mind. But free time and a feeling of
incredulousness prompted him back. It was as though
in some way he owed an explanation to himself and to the
salty wind which never let him stray too far tiom th^
moment - or too far into it. At some time the dinghy would
suddenly appear and then they would have to have a stoiy.
He had already been condemned by the newspapers. One
article had called him an incompetent captain and a no good
crook. Now he might have been an incompetent crook - that
was possible. Though even on that point he wasn't exactly
clear. He had never said a word to the papers. They knew no
thing and were only lashing out in their ignorance. I hey could
have at least left out the part about his being a bad captain.
That he was not. He laughed, then buried his face in the damp
darkness of his calloused hands.
Once again he began to hear the voice of the man
talking to him in the restaurant. Though this had taken
place not two weeks before, the man's voice, it seemed
to the captain, talked out of the distant past, and at times
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only fragments of the conversation reached him from over
the barrier. So the voice sometimes lost itself in the
ocean's thick roar, but certainly the captain could re
member the gist of the conversation.
He had wanted to ask the man what the rest of the
people there did for professions, but before he could
ask, the man himself had taken up the thread of the
conversation.
"So you're a captain," he'd said, "I don't remember
whatever I once knew about such things. I was once able
to determine the tonnage and nationality of the vessel
just from a look at the captain's outfit, but that was a
long time ago and now it escapes me. You're a captain,"
he repeated, "Of which vessel? I'd like you to do me a
favor if you would ... of which vessel?" He asked this
in a hurried tone, almost as though he were growing
impatient with something. His eyes assumed the fixed
stare of an insane man and his mouth opened part way.
"Excuse me," the captain had said, "but I've only
just met you and I don't even know your name," he added.
"If you'd tell me what it is I could do for you ..."
"Ah of course, You must excuse my manners," the
other broke in, "my name is Vlada. I'm not a native of
Naples as you could doubtless tell from my accent. My
Italian has always been exceedingly poor. I was born
and raised in Yugoslavia until I was fifteen when my
Parents moved to Istanbul. I naturally went with them.
My father was a trade consul there for several years
and l traveled with him whereever he went. Then one
tlsy I told them of my desire to go to school in Switzerland.
At that time I was interested in philosophy - you under
stand - but since then I have lost any philosophic foot-hold
1 ever had. So I work now and then at various jobs I'm
not suited for. I survive on the small pay of tasks which
no one else in his right mind would do. For eight months
last year I worked in a salvage yard. Daily I spent ten
hours cutting rivets off of some of the grubbiest hulks
you've ever seen. Every week I'd approach the yard
about six in the morning and a different wreck fresh
UP from the bottom of some oyster bed would be lying
there - oozing. And stinking too-a couple of hours in tbe
sun brought out the stench of at least a million rotting
animals. It was time to quit that job when I noticed some25

thing one morning. I got out of bed in a cold sweat, ihe
scent of every rotting wreck I'd ever worked on seeped
out of my pores. I scrubbed myself for three and a halt
hours without any result. I rubbed a bottle of gin in
my red slimy skin. I tried everything. I was desperate
Even now I sometimes think that the same stench is s i
in me when I walk around the hot streets the sweat pouung
off me."
For a while they were both silent in theii thoughts.
It began to grow late and soon only a handfui ot p 1
remained in the garden. A warm breeze blew around
the tables and swayed the vines back and forth i n
chords of music ceased and the last one lingered o
while before it caught itself in the breeze and i.oatea
away.
The captain had then related the story of his qui
uneventful life to Vlada, who listened attentively. . t
time of his father's death, he had simply taken over
his position in the pool of captains in the freightei ^
pany. He had spent seventeen years now on various snip .
But at this point in the conversation something occuir
to him. He hadn't put on his dress uniform for dinner
that evening.
, ,
Even now the captain sitting on the deck of the i
don' broke into a wry smile. He had been dressed in best 'civilian' clothes and nobody should have been am
to tell his profession.
n
"How do you know I'm a captain . . . or a sea n
of any sort. Certainly not from my outfit. These ciotne
are no more 'marine' than any others. In fact, l v
them tonight to be inconspicuous. Tell me how you kne
"Why, I believe you told me, though I can't remerno
exactly when. . . . But I would have known anyway*
He paused as though trying to recollect something,
suddenly he recited:
"The seagull's haughty cry
The purple tides ebb and flow
His circling prowess is yours
Purpose in his sweep you share
His gleaming pride; he floats
astride a wave. Surveys the gray
sea circling silently around.
The purple tides ebb and flow."
t
t
"It is a translation from the original Yugoslav. It s J
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an excuse, but I knew from the way you sat down here
to look at people through the vines. But, surely, what
does it matter?"
He was very sincere, but the captain was nonethe
less somewhat perturbed by it all.
As he looked back on the incident his smile grew.
He recalled the flattery which he'd forced himself to
swallow with modest pride as a sufficient reason. After
all . . . why shouldn't he have. What did it matter at
the time? What did it matter? What did it matter that
when he finally returned to the 'Macedon* he found some
thing quite unexpected on the chair beside his decrepit
writing desk?
The evening had ended when the restaurant propri
etors announced that it was time to lock up the place.
He'd half wondered if it would have been unreasonable
to ask if he and Vlada might stay there and talk until
they opened the next morning; but the two had shaken
hands and had stood up to leave.
"Do tell me if there's anything I can do for you,"
the captain remembered having said. He also recalled
a brief but curious smile which crossed Vlada's mouth
very rapidly. The other had thanked him and had then
taken his leave down the poorly lit cobblestone alley.
He'd thought nothing more about it until he'd found a brown
suitcase in his room with a note attached. The content
°f the note was concise. It gave the captain explicit in
structions as to where the suitcase would be received off
Beirut by a man in a small motor-boat. It told the date
and the time when this would happen. However, no men
tion was made as to the contents of the suitcase, and it
was sealed.
The note had failed to make one thing clear - that to
navigate in so close to the shore for a ship of the 'Macedon's' tonnage was impossible due to the presence of
a ledge-(the continental shelf, as the captain recalled).
But despite this, the captain planned the whole operation
80 that it would be carried off with minimum suspicion
°n the part of the crew.
He made a point of not asking himself exactly why he
had never thrown the brown box over the railing to forget
Jhout it. (since he didn't know the suitcase's contents,
what should he worry about?) But things began to foul
UP when he had looked over his charts. He would have
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to wait just a little further out than the note had spec
ified because of the ledge which came very close to the
surface at that point.
Thus on a clear autumn night, the freighter, 'Macedon,' sailed into the gayly lit harbor of Beirut. The course
of the Macedon ran as close as it could to the ledge. No risk
was not taken. In fact, so anxious had the captain been to
please that the 'Macedon' ground to a halt on the ledge
at two o'clock in the morning.
No launch came tht night; nor did one come on any
following night to pick up the suitcase, but with morning,
came the thousands of curious inhabitants to line the
corniche. Their question had been temporarily kept away
by the half mile of ocean. All day the crew had watched
the blue sky over Pigeon Rock which rose out of the sea
like a giant column of whiteness. They could also see
the cafes and apartment houses which were piled in
building block fashion along the corniche. But the mount
ains rose above everything else. They were solid beyond
all proportion. Even Pigeon Rock was dwarfed. Invisible
to the crew, however, were the heaps of official red tape
that were already piled up in various buildings. 1 hey
watched the hlue sky change rapidly into a stormy autumn
sky over gray buildings. With anxiety, they had watched
the ocean rise.
The captain now saw clearly for a second time the
launch on its journey of mercy. He was going to be de
livered up to the city. He would have to answer dumh,
curious stares with concrete words. He wanted now above
all to find the suitcase, but his search was in vain; R
was lost for good. He wanted to know before he was taken
away whether the thing was really filled up with sand as
he suspected or no. He hoped so desperately.
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Bill Cooper

Water moves all ways
Thru the valleys in its ditches
In the currents of its soma
Down along steamed windows
Falling like seeds
Mopping in my clear eye
Lifting up my body-WHOOSH!!
Water moves me thru
This woman water moves
Who's softly loving you
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S. R. Dorrance

BARTOP MAN

Foster. . .wipes brown bartop
with practiced expansiveness
as he laughs noiselessly in his
wrinkling quick forehead mirrored
in the moist gloss of brown bartop.
He talks a cigarette down to its
last dull breath while his live eyes
of bluegrey gone older sparkle in
browi bartop and flick out over bent
shoulders on spindly stools to coming
expectation at the screen door. . .bartop man.
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Gregory Preston Spaid
THE KITE
A Play in One Act
THE SCENE: (A city park in Spring. In the center of the stage is
a bench that is facing the audience and is located
on a path that runs across the stage. Ihere are
three trees spaced along the path.)
(As the curtain rises Skip Parker, a boy of eleven or
THE RISE:
twelve years, wearing play clothes, enters from
stage right and slowly backs toward the bench. As
he backs he holds the string of a kite which the
audience cannot see, but which he strains to see.
Two men are seated on the bench. Man One is
dressed neatly, but is not wearing a tie or jacket.
Man Two wears a tie and jacket. Man One is seated
closest to Skip and watches him enter. Man Two
reads a newspaper intently, not noticing Skip.)
SKIP:
MAN ONE:
SKIP:
MAN ONE:

MAN TWO:
MAN ONE:
SKIP;
MAN ONE:
SKIP:

(Discovering the two men on the bench.)
Hi
Hi*. What's the trouble buddy?
My kite, it's caught in the tree.
(He points.)
See.
(Turning to Man Two, who has continued reading,
and is oblivious to the conversation between Skip
and Man One.)
Sir. . .Mister, Ah. . .This boy's kite is
caught in the tree.
(Looking from behind his newspaper.)
Yes.
This boy. . .
(Turning to Skip.)
What's your name?
Skip.
(To man two.)
Skip's kite is caught in the tree.
My kite is caught in the tree.
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MAN ONE:
SKIP:
MAN ONE:
MAN TWO:
SKIP:
MAN ONE:
MAN TWO:

{Pointing.)
See.
{Looking.)
See.
{Looking at the kite.)
Do you know what to do?
Well. . .shake it.
(Shaking the string back and forth.)
It doesn't help.
It doesn't seem to help.
(To Skip.)
Can you climb the tree?
(Gesturing in the direction of the kite.)

The sign reads: Stay off the grass. In order to reach the
tree that the kite is caught in, he must walk on the grass;
therefore, he cannot climb the tree.

MAN ONE:
LADY:
MAN ONE:
SKIP:
MAN ONE
LADY:
SKIP:
MAN TWO:
LADY:
MAN ONE:
LADY:
MAN ONE:
SKIP:
LADY:
MAN TWO:

{A lady dressed in black enters from stage left. She
proceeds past the bench without noticing the others
or the kite.)
Oh Lady. . .Oh Lady. . .Can you help me
. . .or rather Skip.
(Turning back.)
Yes?
Can you help, Skip's kite is caught in the tree.
{Pointing.)
See.
{Looking at the kite.)
See. Do you know what to do?
Shake it.
I did.
He did, and that did no good.
Then climb the tree and fetch it.
No. he can't do that; there's a sign.
{He gestures toward the sign.)
Well then, why not ask a policeman?
Can we?
Can we? But it's only a kite.
Nonsense. I will find one.
{She exits, stage left.)
Nonsense, boy, this is important.
(Three people — a woman and two men — enter,
stage right, pointing toward the kite and whisper32

ing. They stop and stare at the kite.)
(Noticing the three people enter. Then turning to
Skip.)
Perhaps you were not shaking hard enough.
Trv it again.
(Skip shakes the string. Man Two stands up.)
May try
(He walks to Skip, is given the string and shakes it
violently.)
Yes. That does not seem to help.
(He hands the string back to Skip, and then walks
back to the bench.)
(He
stands up. Man Two sits down.)
MAN ONE:
Why don't we call the fire department, they
rescue cats.
But not kites.
MAN TWO:
(Man One sits down.)
(Returning with a policeman at her side.)
LADY:
I found one.
POLICEMAN: Where is it.
(Pointing.)
LADY:
It is in the tree. See.
MAN ONE:
See it?
, .
t ,
f ,
(He stands up and walks toward the lady and the
Policeman.)
Officer, can you help us. . .1 mean this
boy, Skip; his* kite is caught in the tree.
SKIP:
(To Man One.)
It's only a kite.
POLICEMAN: (Still straining to see the kite. Then with relief.)
Yea, Yea, there it is, in the tree.
(He walks to Skip.)
Son, is that your kite in the tree?
SKIP*
Yes, sir.
POLICEMAN: And* you can't get it down; is that right?

MAN TWO:

SKIP:
Yes, sir.
POLICEMAN: Did you shake it?
SKIP:B
Yes, sir.
(He shakes it again to demonstrate.)
PHE THREE: (Still staring at the kite. They speak in unison.)
Excuse us.
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(They turn and walk mechanically to the bench.)
We could not help but overhear. We have
discussed this problem and have concluded
that there are three solutions.
POLICEMAN: Yes.
MAN ONE:
Yes.
MAN TWO:
And what are they?
THE THREE: First, the string of the kite may be shook.
MAN ONE:
But that does no good. . .
THE THREE: Second, the tree may be climbed, and the
kite may be fetched.
But the sign. . .
SKIP:
THE THREE: (Forcefully.)
Third, the fire department may be called.
MAN ONE:
They only fetch cats. f
THE THREE: There, three solutions.
(They walk back to where they were and resume
staring at the kite.)
MAN TWO: They are right you know. It is clearer now.
There are three solutions.
POLICEMAN: (Walking to The Three, then returning to the
bench.)
But none of those solutions will work!
THE THREE: (Still staring at the kite.)
They all will work. . .if the situation is
right.
LADY:
Yes, they are right.
POLICEMAN: But the situation isn't right. If it were, when
he shook the string the kite would comedown;
there would be no sign; and/or the fire depart
ment would fetch kites.
THE THREE: We are right, and that is what is important.
But shaking the string does no good.
MAN ONE:
Nevertheless, they are right.
LADY:
POLICEMAN: And there's a sign.
THE THREE: We are right.
(As Skip is tying the kite string to the bench.)
POLICEMAN: (To Skip.)
Don't do that.
Why?
SKIP:
POLICEMAN: The kite may get away.
May I hold the kite string?
LADY:
(She walks to Skip who gives her the string.)
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(Skip ambles around the stage with his head bowed.
He kicks imaginary stones.)
MAN ONE: And the fire department will only fetch
cats, not kites.
(Who has been in silent thought.)
MAN TWO:
They are right.
(He stands up and walks deliberately around the
bench as he speaks.)
There are three solutions, which they. . .
(He nods to The Three.)
have enumerated, and all three will work.
Then we've solved the problem?
MAN ONE:
Yes. We have solved the problem.
MAN TWO:
POLICEMAN: (Thoughtfully.)
Yes.
You see.
LADY:
THE THREE: We will leave now..
(They file off, stage right.)
(Man Two takes his newsrxiDer that he has left on
the bench, folds it neatly, and places it under his
arm. The Policeman exits, stage left.)
Thank you, Officer.
LADY:
Yes, thank you.
MAN ONE:
MAN TWO: Thank you, Officer.
I must go too.
LADY:
(She ties the kite string to the bench.)
And 1 must go.
MAN ONE:
MAN TWO: (He looks at his watch.)
And I am late.
(Lady exits, stage right. Man One and Man lwo
exit stage left. Skip walks slowly to the bench and
sits down. He scratches his foot on the ground as if
writing. A kite falls to the stage. Skip runs to the
kite, retrieves it, and runs off, stage right.)

THE CURTAIN.

I
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Murray Horwitz

FOR JOYCE

The snow-bleached road lay behind me, under me, before me.
You were behind me, with me, in front of me.
But like those snow stains, you were only there
to be washed away
When I arrived at your letter-that paper which said more than no.
And I was reminded of your eyes,
which had always said less than yes.
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THE ENGLISH WOMAN IS EPHEMORAL

L

" 'Later, my dear, later,
I too am but an apprentice;
judge me by the clothes 1 wear.'
'Jaundice, my dear, it is only jaundice;
reckoning, deceit, pilgrimmage-all out of the question.'
So I once bore a wife as
seriously as is this day and age,
posthumously filtered,
choleric,
pilfering coinage from my pocket."
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William Nolan
HAD I A SWORD OF KEENER STEEL

(William Nolan reports that he "attended a Jesuit I niversity for
three years but did not finish for a degree." He hesitates to c aim a |
occupation but is currently working with the Apollo program at Ken
nedy Space Center. This is his first published work. ED.)

i

Dear Sally:
,.
Godl Everytime 1 write I realize I'm not breaking
any records. I thank God the old man wasn t all oiled up
when he named me. Had he bfeen 1 expect all this wou
have happened sooner. I can just see the louse, fee i s
extremely slick and interesting, telling some crony t
terrific name he'd thought up for his flashy new son a
the guy listening just because he had dough - beautiful.
I know how you think. What happened isn't lme t
at all. I didn't appreciate the way you used "substantial
in your letter, as if these last years were just wasted 01
something. That was a pretty nasty word. I'm going i
try and explain what happened so just sit back and tiy
be a little understanding. I told that damn doctor not t
call you. t know you-the first thing you said to J ami
was: "He's done it, that crazy brother of mine has actually
gone nuts." People are always labeling things and i
not a very accurate thing to do. Ever since college I
|
a feeling all this was creeping up, but it's somen
you're never really conscious of unless it's Sunday
something.
. ff
Anyway, to get on with it, it was Monday morni b>
1 think. I'd been reading all week - taking all those o
characters pretty seriously. I hadn't even been ou
the apartment since Friday. You should see this p a •
It's modern as hell, but lousy. If you open the io
windows all those tiny black bugs come squeezing thi°
the screen. Anyway, if you tried for any fresh ai y
were nuts. Besides, the toilet was all stopped up
didn't have one of those suction things. I just keVl,cl0*l
the bathroom door. Nice huh? I thought about c^eal, ^
I had really given it some serious thought. I even mau
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out to the kitchen. If an artist could have painted my sink
it would have been a modern masterpiece.
After all my serious thought, 1 settled by the window
with this book, The Pleasures of Philosophy. Very prac
tical for philosophy. I opened the window a snitch-crazy
I realize - but you could almost see the air in the room.
One thing I'll say for the place-there wasn't a living fly
in the joint. I was at this part concerning rebuilding
your character. Really taking it personal. After all-three
career jobs in two years! I started thinking I was a pietty
weak person, then it said something about charactei
just being one desire so high that it sort of makes all the
others subject to it. Sort of a unifying desire thing, that
n person wants something enough to avoid anything thai
might hinder his getting there. I figured I just didn t
have this big desire. The thing is though I have this bad
habit of knowing when I'm rationalizing. I was getting
pretty depressed so I dropped the book on about eight
thousand bugs-they think I'm pretty terrific ovei at
the library. For two months now I've been muideiing
hugs with their philosophy section.
. .
My mind really started wandering. I kept thinking
about this novel I'd read, The Idiot. One scene I couldn t
keep from thinking about. The main character is the leal
sickly, sensitive type. Really a good person. You probably
wouldn't like him. You'd think he was basically queer or
something, he's always worrying about other people^s
feelings. One course in psychology and half the world s
Population has turned queer for you. Anyway, he leally
likes this girl. She's real spunky and beautiful, but basicaUy pure and old fashioned. You wouldn't like her eithei.
This is all in the eighteenth century or something and her
folks are having this big social gathering. And she in
vites him. Picture this: a big Russian home with all these
traditional things around. He's basically a clumsy guy
so she warns him about this china vase they have that s
worth about nine million. She's scared he's going to b cat
I hat night he has this dream where he breaks it. All
the next day he's a nervous wreck. It just keeps running
through his mind that he's going to break it. Sure as hellhe breaks it. What bothers him more than embarrassing
fhe giri is the fact tjiat he knew he would break it. Ott
atid on for two days I could see that china vase crashing to
the floor, a marble floor, then scattering into a million
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pieces.
At about this point, I knew I had to get the hell out for
a while. I started up this street. Crumby street - you'd
think it was arty. All these creaky old porches with old
people rocking like crazy. You could smell their age from
the street. I swear. I haven't seen a human being on that
street since I've lived there. It made me think of this
fella I used to know that wanted to skip the next forty years
of his life. Always saying how great it would be to be old.
No responsibilities. No passions. Just peace. Christ, he
made it sound like it was the big payment. The big ex
change - forty years sweat for five years passionless
peace. That started me on the subject of wisdom. Every
body's always praising wisdom. Big deall I can just see
it: in the white corner, 190 pounds, Youth the Champion
- in the black corner, the Challenger, Wisdom, 67 pounds.
Real cheery thought.
In the next hour Youth versus Wisdom. That unifying
tiling and that crashing vase somehow got fairly tangled.
1 ended up on a bar, tired, sweaty and more than slightly
confused. "Creepy Place," that should have been the name
of it; little bits of potato chips dried in beer with ashes
stuck to them, a regular mountain of a bartender, dark
hair all over him, fantastic jaws. I was drinking "Tom
Collins" which didn't rate his approval. I didn't like the
bastard already. At the end of the bar this lady in one
of those cheap white uniforms was drinking some kind
of whiskey and coughing like old guys do in the morning.
Next to me was this little Spanish fellow, little bits of
greyish-white whiskers. Old as hell but his skin was
still sort of firm. He looked straight ahead, real quiet,
peaceful, like if anyone got too loud he'd shatter like
that vase. I'm on my second drink when the little guy
oiders another. I he bartender takes his money then
says, "Thank you Christ," really enjoying himself. The
guy's name was actually Christ. 1 asked. Every time
C hrist would order a drink the bartender would take
hi.- dough and say, 1 hank you Christ," really getting
a bang out ot it. I inally, a little guy comes in, sits next
to the coughing lady, fiddling all the time with his tie.
1 h®y rcl real ^uiet for awhile, then all of a sudden she
' Listen, ya bastard. I tQld you not to bother me
when Im lelaxing. Go home." He just sat there like he
i n
heai. What a beautifully conditioned little guy.
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It really set me off. I started thinking about woman's
new role because of the industrial revolution - how they
would eventually take over. Then that poor guy breaking
that vase and me sitting here having all these drinks
on the old man's inheritance. I tried to quit thinking and
did pretty good for awhile.
After about four more drinks I was dizzy and sick.
I tried to wash my face but the toilet was lousy with all
the usual crap written all over the walls. It made me think
that maybe all the names written on the walls were some
how man's bid for immortality. The rich build libraries
and dormitories: the poor just scribble theirs in some
crap house. The sink was rusty with hairs clinging some
how for life. No mirror above it. Just millions of bids for
immortality. I must have swayed back and forth reading
for ten minutes. Then almost directly in the middle of
all the dirty rhymes and famous four letter words was
this very neat printing. The letters were small and even,
as if written by someone of precise character, a nun, a
doctor. They said simply, "Jesus stares too much."
I had about two more drinks thinking whoever wrote
it must be a genius. But as quickly it meant nothing. May
be someone figured every picture of Jesus ever painted
stared too much. Then all those things started on me
again; the unifying desire thing; the vase crashing to
bits; the old people rocking; the kid with his passion
less peace. I was in a pretty good state. My eye was
twitching like hell and I had the chills. I looked real stupid
but the only thing that meant anything was to find out what
"Jesus stares" meant. A matter of life and death, I
realize.
Here's what I did, I said to the bartender, "Who
wrote all that Jesus stuff in the john?" I guess he thought
that I was making my bid for humor. He just smiled a
little and didn't answer. Then I said, "Listen bud, \in
serious. Who wrote all that Jesus stuff in the john? I
was drunk but I thought that if I could just talk to the guy
who had written it all would be fine. He said, Listen
Charlie, if you've had enough, go home." It made me think
°f the bugs all over the book. Right then I wanted to give
you a call and ask what the hell your "unifying desire
was. But there was old Christ sitting there like he'd
written it. I poked him, "Hey, Christ, you write all that
Jesus stuff in the john?" It surprised the hell out of
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him. He turned real quick and I could feel my head spinning.
The bartender was in front of me. "Listen, Charlie, don't
bother the customers. If you've got your gut full, get the
hell out." Just as simple as that. At this point it was pretty
much a combination of things. But 1 didn't like him, so 1
said, "My name's not Charlie, it's Francis Bacon." 1
knew he didn't know Francis Bacon from Christ and I
was sorry I'd said it. I felt I had to re-establish my man
hood so I said, "Listen, ya bastard. I'm not leaving until
1 find out who wrote the Jesus stuff."
After that it's all pretty hazy. I said some more
but without full use of whatever God planned me to use.
The last thing I remember was something said about
the county hospital. When 1 woke up the next morning it
was terrible; the sun beaming on. my face, those crinkly
white sheets with a thousand needles in them, and the sick
feeling all over. I wanted to puke. Finally a doctor came.
All at once things were pretty funny. He was one of those
nervous people, real rapid actions, about two million
steps to get across the room. He reminded me of some
body hilarious. But I couldn't place him. Suddenly, he
said, "Well, what's the trouble?" 1 wasn't trying to be
difficult, or clever or anything. It was the only line in
my mind, so I said, "I ate too much grease." I'd been
reading this article about how your diet affects your
mental process. And it was the truth. I had eaten too
much grease. I realize the article was pretty far out.
But it made some sense. It's not like your mind and
body are two different things. They're interrelated as
hell. And you and I have always eaten too much grease.
Anyway, at the time it was pretty important. He didn't
give me much of a chance to explain, those quick people
are usually bad listeners. He mumbled something, took
about nine thousand steps to get across the room and right
then I knew who he was
Fred Flintstonel No doubt
about it. I realize it's a mental trick. People are acorns,
oranges, rabbits - all kinds of things. Well, this guy was
Fred Flint stone. And when he came back I laughed. God,
did it feel good. He asked if I wanted to talk about it,
so we talked for awhile. I called him Fred a few times
and tried to explain about the grease. He wasn't buying
though. I think he thought I was nuts. Needless to say, we
didn't get along too well. My fault, I realize.
Later that afternoon I had a long talk with another
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doctor who resembled Jamie's father a lot. He was light
up on things, very devoted, real sincere, good person.
I told him what I've just told you. He decided that 1 had
over extended myself, improper diet (that grease thing
again), also a few things like exercise. He wants me to
come back to have a cup of coffee with him. 1 think he
writes or something. He seemed interested in sort of a
superior way. 1 guess he's got a right to be.
Incidentally, I've moved - a nice clean place, swimming
pool and the works. I'm goint to get a job soon, so I d
appreciate it if in the future you wouldn't be tossing around
words like "substantial."
Your crazy brother,
Francis Bacon

Reed Woodhouse

MAY IT SELF-DESTRUCT
(ALKAHEST: American College Poetry, No. 2 Fall 1968
Alkahest is edited by students and accepts poetry from all colleges in
the LJ. S. Published semi-annually by the Wesley an I niversity Press,
Middletown, Conn. $.95)

There are a number of things to say about under
graduate poetry, I suppose, but not what the editor ot
Wesleyan's latest literary venture, Alkahest, says. In what
he terms an "Editor's Aside," John Barlow warns the
reader that one "shouldn't read this magazine just to find
high quality. There are, other, more established, poetry
magazines, publishing older, more established poets. One
should look to them." For what, then, do we fork out oui
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critical acumen and our 95C? For what he calls "an active
verb (which) will move in your hands. It can grow for you.
And, in the course of not much time, each issue selfdestructs. It doesn't take itself too seriously ..."
Well, at least the last sentence is blatantly untrue.
For not only does the editorial "aside" contain some of
the most puncturable pomposity, but the verse itself-by turns callow, concerned, and cheaply cynical-- is
anything but unself-conscious. There is, for example,
the studied vacuity of "Letters," a disarmingly stupid
poem of two stanzas, one in Spanish, the second a literal,
crib translation of the first, with the pleasant ethicality
of "Let's forget ugly things" to sweeten the whole thing.
Another effort, called "To William Blake," is excessively
concerned with lambs and such-like frippery and belies
certainly no insight into a poet whose favorite word,
Randall* Jarrell reminds us, was "howl." There is, too,
the unbearable slickness of "The L.O.L, that lived in
Apt. 4," which begins "The little old lady snatchers/
Got the old girl," and ends "Good-bye little old lady/
There will be no loud parties/In the rest home." A bit
vindictive.
,
, ,
, . ,.
»
If this is, as Mr. Barlow claimed in his aside,
some of "the best (poetry) being written," things is bad.
For, in addition to the editorial negligence that is every
where present in Alkahest, there is a rathei appalling
lack of experiment in this poetry. In this whole issue
there are maybe half a dozen poems with, say, uncapitalized letters at the beginning of lines. There is some
patterning of lines on the page, but almost always with
constant apologies to a margin. 1 here is certainly moie
to poetry than visually adroit line-spacing, bur Alka
hest betrays in its pawky alignment with "traditional
verse, the same sort of muddle-headedness that so distinguished the editor's opening "aside."
Luckily, though, we can let the issue "self-destruct
as John Barlow said it would, and no harm done.
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